
A PAPER ON ANIMISM AND TYLORS BOOK IN PRIMITIVE CULTURE

Excerpt: CHAPTER XI. ANIMISM. Religions Ideas generally appear among cases uncertain--Minimum definition of
Religion--Doctrine of Spiritual Beings.

Most of the time, they cannot account for the inconsistencies in their theories. First published in , this classic
work explains Tylor's idea of cultural evolution in relation to anthropology, a social theory which states that
human cultures invariably change over time to become more complex. The old magician king gives way to the
new priest-king whose power lies in the new religious type of thought. Gradually by different paths, most
civilizations do move to this last highest stage of animism- belief in one supreme divinity. The American
School, beginning with Lewis Henry Morgan , [16] was likewise superseded, both being replaced by the
Neoevolutionist School, beginning with V. Both Tylor and Frazer bring together supposedly similar customs
of different peoples in different times and place without the slightest regard for their original context and make
loose connections. Aspects of human culture For Tylor, the connection between rational thinking and social
evolution is apparent in all aspects of a culture. The pattern of intellectual evolution or improvement, over
time. This American experience proved decisive in his life for it motivated him to study unfamiliar cultures.
None of the critics claim definitive proof that their criticisms are less subjective or interpretive than the
models they criticise. But for Frazer, the power that magic can confer on people in primitive societies is faced
with a quite fundamental problem. We worship the gods, we pray and sacrifice to them in the hope that they
will bring rain, or give us children, or heal the sick, but we cannot force them to do these things. The worship
of vegetation gods was widespread almost everywhere that people began to practice the arts of agriculture.
The essence of religion, like mythology seems to be animism anima-spirit the belief in living personal powers
behind all things. The spirits of local trees and rivers are on one level, while above them stand the much
greater spirits of the wind, rain, and sun. The book opens with peculiar scenery describing a certain legend in
ancient Roman civilization and is quite dramatic. In conclusion: writing in Cambridge during the golden last
decades of the British empire, he was ideally positioned to gather stories from missionaries and soldiers, from
traders and diplomats, from travelers, scholars, and explorers who passed on personal observations from every
odd and lonely corner of the world. When natural circumstances did not accommodate these needs, primitive
peoples being capable of thought, made every effort they could to understand the world and change it.
Moreover they think of these 5 principles as constant, universal, and unbreakable â€”as firm and certain as any
modern scientific law of cause and effect. Because of his poor health, he was advised to spend time in a
warmer climate and he chose travel to central America and left home in at the young age of  These complex
systems reach their highest form when they are organized in such a way that one god, one Supreme Being,
stands at the top of the divine society. Lastly, could there not perhaps be certain supreme spirits, the beings we
call gods? Tylor was appointed Keeper of the University Museum at Oxford in , and, as well as serving as a
lecturer, held the title of the first "Reader in Anthropology" from to  The Doctrine of Survival He notes that
not all cultures and not all things in any one culture evolve at the same time. Are you sure you want to remove
Primitive culture from your list? The real world does not work according to the pattern of sympathies and
similarities that the magician applies to it. He points out that the main connections made by the sympathetic
magicians are basically of two types: - Imitative, the magic that connects things on the principle of similarity -
Contagious, the magic of contact which connects on the principle of attachment. From this perspective all
seemed clear: as souls animate persons, so spirits must animate the world. Therefore the more critical and
thoughtful minds in primitive communities draw the reasonable conclusion that magic is, at bottom , nonsense.
Judaism and Christianity are the leading examples of the last stage. With countless examples at his disposal
Frazer shows how simple peoples everywhere assume that nature operates on the principles of imitation and
contact. He took careful notes on the customs and beliefs of the peoples he saw Publications. So the story of
civilization told the tale of the ascent of man. For him belief in spiritual beings represents a natural stage in the
evolution of human reason, but it is not the end stage and it is certainly no longer the most rational response to
the world now that the methods of empirical science have come our way. If somehow in thought people can
connect one idea with another, then their logic moves them to conclude that the same connection must also
exist in reality. Both men believe that they can explain religion primarily in terms of its pre-historical origin,
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its beginning in ages long past and its gradual evolution to the present form in centuries hereafter. If there
souls in humans, could there not be actually be such powerful beings as demons and angels who have no
necessary attachment to normal physical objects? Hunters needed animals to kill, farmers needed sun and
suitable rains for their crops. All doctrines of a future life can be understood in animist terms as ways of
extending the life of the soul beyond the time of death. Following this came his most influential work,
Primitive Culture  Religion offers no guarantees.


